
Send in the clones

✔The first thing that this programmer learned 
about software is that details KILL.

✔1 comma will ruin 1 million lines of code, 
one system feature will stop a project dead.

✔It takes an extensive range of proven, 
reliable tools to deal with all the slings and 
arrows your data suppliers will throw at 
you.



Send in the clones

✔Major strength of the SAS/Enterprise Miner 
is that it is built within the SAS system.

✔So it comes with >20 years worth of user 
requested tools to get you out of any tight 
corner.

✔It also gives you a rich set of PROCS to 
extend the data exploration and analysis 
capabilities of the miner.



How to exploit the environment.

✔The SAS code node.
✔The user defined model.
✔The sub-diagram
✔Cloning.



Cloning

✔Cloning - easier than falling off a log. Right 
click on any node and there it is.

✔Very useful tip -
✔Clone the data source node for a project.
✔Saves a lot of time.
✔Easier to move data from project to project.





The code node.

✔Exploiting the SAS code node.
✔The SAS code node comes with a rich, but 

not complete set of macros describing the 
data sets and variables it can see.

✔Use the data set attributes node in 
conjunction with the SAS code node to 
control the contents of these Macros to get 
what you want. 





Subdiagrams

✔Fairly complicated routines can built in sub-
diagrams.

✔Once cloned, the routine can be retrieved 
with a single drag drop operation.

✔Bad news, you usually have to run the code 
node first in order to get succeeding nodes 
to pick up the right arguments.

✔Nice if SAS gave users more control here.





Data manipulation - Transposing.

✔One of the most useful Procedures in SAS 
is  PROC TRANSPOSE.

✔One step to change data from the format 
needed for modelling to the format needed 
for Association analysis.

✔Saves ugly SQL coding and is usually much 
faster.





Correspondence analysis

✔Very powerful visual technique.
✔Works on summarised data, so can deal 

with large data sets.
✔Annoying if client server project because 

very difficult to exploit JAVA, ACTIVEX 
graphics.





Re-coding class variables

✔Bit by bit SAS is adding class statements to 
most PROCS. 

✔For those that remain, PROC GLMMOD 
will CLASS variables as dummy numeric 
for use in PROCs with no class statement.



Extra discrimination procedures

✔PROC DISCRIM is rich in discrimination 
procedures including nearest neighbour.

✔Use the User model Node to assess models 
and compare. 

✔Have to intervene to retype the prediction 
probabilities and identify them to the node. 
Would be nice if this could be done in the 
code node.



Customised reports

✔Decision trees are rich in information and 
hard to summarise.

✔Code node in conjunction with the data set 
produced by the new tree viewer and ODS 
can produce reports that go straight into 
Word.



Clones to explore the metasample

✔Miner has a limited set of built in 
algorithms.

✔ Because computational speed with very 
large data sets is a serious limitation.

✔The metasample is small, however, SAS 
could do a lot more with this.

✔It would be nice if the name of the 
metasample data set were also a macro. 



Explore structure and outliers

✔Robust, resistant regression modules can be 
used.

✔Nodes to explore outliers in the meta 
sample



Exploring the distribution
✔The distribution explorer is nice but ...
✔Looks at absolute frequencies and 

percentages of the total sample.
✔Analyst needs marginal percentages and 

relative concentration of target values.
✔Can do this utilising an AF application.
✔Bit clumsy, nice if SAS gave you more 

control on when and how these execute.



Wish list to SAS

✔More control about when and where the 
code node is run (on client on server).

✔Saving more results from the node so it 
doesn’t always have to be re-run.

✔More macros - the metasample, the decision 
tree data set. 



Wish list to SAS

✔A macro for the original data. The macro in 
the node contains a view, so operations 
requiring direct access like point= used in 
re-sampling won’t work.

✔The ability to control the execution of AF 
entries. 



Conclusions ...

✔The Enterprise miner is far more powerful 
than most users realise.

✔With some enhancements, that power could 
become very easy to access.

✔SAS should consider setting a library of 
code nodes on their web site as accessible 
as all those useful Macros they supply. 


